Dress Like J.Lo And Beyoncé

NEW YORK, March 1, 2006

(CBS) They've conquered the world of pop music and, now, many superstars are taking the fashion world by storm. Icons such as Jennifer Lopez and Justin Timberlake are proving that music and fashion go hand in hand by designing their own clothing collections. People magazine's Danielle Dubin joined The Early Show Wednesday to talk about the trend and about six collections that are bridging music and fashion. And Dubin says these stars actually wear the fashions they design.

**Gwen Stefani: L.A.M.B.**
The initials stand for Love, Angel, Music, Baby. "What's so great about her line is when you take a look at it, you really feel like you are stepping into her closet. Her look is a little bit rasta, a little bit rock 'n' roll, a little athletic, glamour. It's really for the very sophisticated tomboy," says Dubin. "All of these pieces together, you get a Gwen look."

Price range: $55-$1,265

**J.Lo: Sweetface**
"(Jennifer Lopez) describes it as sexy street glamour," said Dubin. "It's also really wearable. She has a tremendous eye for detail. She is really tapping into the trends for spring this season with the bubble skirts."

Price range: $300-$1,500

**Diddy: Sean by Sean Combs**
"It's for the woman who likes to be sexy, likes to go out, is trendy but also sophisticated," according to Dubin.

Price Range: $38-$495

---

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2006/03/01/earlyshow/living/beauty/main1... 2006-3-6
Dubin describes Beyoncé’s styles as “Beautifully wearable ... you can get the whole look, head to toe.”

Price range: $40-$375

**Justin Timberlake: William Rast**

A “combination of Tennessee comfort and Hollywood style,” according to Dubin. “When I saw his collection, you felt like you were standing in his wardrobe, what he’d wear and what he’d envision for women.”

Price range: $42-$189

**Jessica Simpson: Jessica Simpson Footwear**

She’s been known to say she’d never wear a heel lower than 4 inches, but Simpson’s collection includes everything from towering platforms to flat sandals. “She knows her market,” says Dubin.

Price Range: $59-$159

All styles can be found on-line and in department stores. For specific retail information, check out People magazine’s spring Style Watch issue, hitting newsstands on Friday.
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